(Color the charts in this paper and you will enjoy them much more.)  (All these charts were shown in Washington, D.C.)

...SO HE HAS WARNED HIS PEOPLE

...AND GIVEN THEM SIGNS

...THAT ALL WHO WILL MAY FLEE

FROM THE WRATH TO COME."

1884 SOP 4:38

THE WORLD

GC 37.

Here we see why they clamped the lid on 1888. 1888 was the year they first OFFICIALLY ADMITTED changing the Testimonies and the Spirit of Prophecy books. (Two different sets of books.)

1883 was the passing of the General Conference Resolution to CHANGE the books. Appoint a "Committee of Five" – to remove the "IMPERFECTIONS!" EGW-MR 65–7,80. TC 62.

THE ABOVE IS AN EXAMPLE OF A GROSS "IMPERFECTION!"

(1) As shown is how it appeared in the ORIGINAL 1884 SOP 4:38 book. "HIS PEOPLE" are to "FLEE" – as we all should know. As the disciples FLEED OUT of the "HOLY CITY" – the Sabbatarian Church - and NOT ONE of them lost their lives. And this is indeed what this chapter is all about as "HISTORY" is to be "REPEATED!" A prophecy with a DUAL application.

(2) Now see how they "IMPROVED" it. Thus leaving room for the "ONE" and "ONLY." And "THE WORLD" surely must now rush into this "HOLY CITY!" to be saved!

QUESTION: Will CHANGING the books – CHANGE the predic-
tions—??? Will it CHANGE God’s mind — ???

TO WIND IT UP - WE LEFT A PAGE OR TWO - TO BRING IT "UP-TO-DATE!" So I had to REREAD IT.

IN DOING THAT -

I SAW IT IS 100% RIGHT ON - with what is being taught -

TODAY - !!!

THAT WE EXPOSED IN WASHINGTON - 1974. WITH, PERHAPS - SOME CHANGES IN GRAMMAR - but in ESSENCE the VERY SAME DOGMA as the HUDSON-BRINSMHEAD-WRIGHT-PESTES ("SHEPHERD'S ROD!" "DAVID KORESI!" SOPHISTRIES THAT WE OPPOSED AND EXPOSED - BACK THERE-!!!)

SO WE HAD TO CHOOSE-

SHOULD WE PUT AN "INSERT!" IN THE MIDDLE-???, NO-!!! WE WANT TO ALERT YOU TO THIS RIGHT FROM THE START-!!! SO WE ADDED THIS "COLORED SHEET!" - right first thing - under the COVER! This will give us TWO PAGES UP FRONT - as well as TWO PAGES IN THE BACK-!!! That will be much better.

THE FIRST THING-!!!

We want to tell you is - you have just gone through the "READINGS FOR THE WEEK OF PRAYER!" NOVEMBER 6-13. (1993.)

FOLKENBERG SAYS:

The whole "WEEK OF PRAYER!" was "ASSIGNED TO ME-!!!" ONCE BEFORE the whole WEEK was ASSIGNED TO "VENDEN!" SUCH A THING SHOULD "NEVER-BE-ALLOWED!"

THAT IS THE VERY THING:

(WHEN IT SUITS THEM!) that they "CONDEMN!" LOUD AND CLEAR-!!! GOING BY "ONE MAN-!!!" That is ENOUGH TO CONDEMN IT OUT OF HAND-!!! (Except it be from their "IN- FALLIBILITY!" But what followed in the case of "VENDEN!" did not give us the IMPRESSION that he was "INFALLIBLE!" NOT QUITE!)

- Page A -
AND IS THIS "LONE MAN!" ANY BETTER-???

SOME OF THE GREATEST "BULL!" EVER FOISTED ON ANY PEOPLE-!!! (BECAUSE it was him) - I read "EVERY WORD!"

DID YOU-???

IF YOU SAW "NOTHING WRONG!" IN THAT MALARKY (I had to go to TWO DICTIONARIES to get this RIGHT-!!! M-A-L-A-R-K-Y-!!!) If you can APPROVE that "ONE MAN'S MALARKY!" your case is:

"HOPELESS!"

(IF YOU DID NOT SEE:)

THE CONNIVING - LYING - DOUBLE-TALKING - PSYCHOLOGY - TWISTING - "ONE-IDEA MONOMANIASM!" It is because you are a "HIRELING PRIEST!" (EW 124.) "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" (EW 30.)

"IN COMMON!" WITH OTHER CHURCHES-!!!

"AS PREDICTED!" BY ELLEN WHITE - (1884 GC 278. Your GC 445.) (PASSED BY AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION, R&H December 18, 1969.)

ONCE-UPON-A-TIME:

They would SHY CLEAR of OUR STRONGEST STATEMENTS - JUST CALL US A LOT OF NAMES-!!! BUT "NICHOLSI" started a NEW TREND - he would take OUR STRONGEST STATEMENTS and DRIVE-THEM-UNDER-THE-TABLE-!!! That is what this "MAN!" is trying to do here-!!! But he is a POOR SECOND to "NICHOLSI!"

HIS "BUG-A-BOO" IS:

"ASSURANCE!" The other "ADMINISTRATORS!" WERE NOT READY TO MAKE "FOOLS!" OF THEMSELVES - so they let him "GO TO IT!" DO not think I counted all of them but I got (FORTY-ONE) - !!!

THE WAY TO DO IT -

Is to give them about TWENTY "ASSURANCES!" Then QUOTE: "SHOULD "NEVER!" be TAUGHT to SAY or to FEEL that they "ARE SAVED!" THIS-IS-MISLEADING!" COL 155.

- Page B -

{Continued on same-colored sheet at the back of this paper - 'Page C'}
1974 STRAIGHT TESTIMONY

STRaight Testimony

100 > TO

Midnight Cry

RH 3:239
Early Showers 3:443
4:467

This chart is the key - to understanding the Midnight Cry - which is the Straight Testimony to (not from!) to the Laodiceans. References above, also: LS 336,425. T6:77. Do not read it from EW 269-271. For it has parts Missing - as well as footnotes. See original T1:180-2. Then you will first know and understand who is "shaken out and left by the way." "Shaken out!" of what-?? Out of a "company!" Not out of the Laodiceans! They go back to the Laodiceans - and hence in Midnight darkness! Into the Omega of apostasy! Which they think is a great reformation!" SM 1:204-8.

Called a "new organization" with books of a "new order!" SM 1:204. Which we are not to "join!" SM 2:390. 1904-5.
"COMPANY!" Look for the word "COMPANY!" in T1:180-2. A "COMPANY" is only a small part of an ARMY. In the AMERICAN ARMY in 1918 - a Machine Gun Company consisted of 172 men and 6 officers, organized in 3 platoons. Depending on AMERI-
CAN- BRITISH-AUSTRALIAN- CANADIAN ARMIES, a "COMPANY"
can be between 100 and 300 men. That is all it takes to give
the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" (MIDNIGHT CRY) - to the LAODI-
CEAN ARMY OF 2,000,000.

And due to false sympathy and personal sins - this COMPANY
LESSENS" as some go BACK to the LAODICEANS and cast
their lot in with them. Chart two. Like JUDAS. Magen 1.

!!! HOME !!!

Yes! It is nice to be "HOME!" - but I saw places in the United
States I would rather be. I left Youngstown, Ohio - 12:00 p.m.
on Sunday, October 20th - was home 12:00 a.m. on Tuesday,
October 22nd. 60 hours - 2400 miles. Last 200 miles was too
much. But my books are safe.

Those across the nation who believe we should contest "...for
the Faith as once delivered unto the Saints" - want to know
the results of the trip, especially what happened in
Washington. It is not over yet. Repercussions are still follow-
ing - the Minister for Takoma Park Church mentioned my name
several times in a warning to the members. I return the com-
pliment - I warn them against him. What has he to say about
the MAXWELL BOOK - ???. Will he WARN his members about
that - ???. If not - why not - ???. Will he warn the people of
Washington against the MORMON TEMPLES built under his
nose? With no protest from him - ???. No BARK and no BITE
in that direction - ???.

I just escaped the worst of the heat-wave in the deserts of
California and had the snow on my heels as I left Pennsylvania
and Ohio. I went through areas where there had been snow
with black ice; some bad areas of accidents that they were
still cleaning up. Cars still in the ditch. Police still on duty -
highway heavily sanded. But I passed through late afternoon,
when the highway was dry - all the way. (Tell Ted I had to
keep ahead of the main snow. Which I did. 1,000 miles a day.
Ann DeMichael's "SURVIVAL CAKE" has tremendous staying
power. She will give us the recipe later.)
It is indeed a pleasure to find believing Christian Women who will try their best to provide their loved ones with "...those articles of food that are the BEST for making STEAM to run the living MACHINERY." MM 79,80. "This is the FIRST duty of every student." (Same.) "...supplied with the proper food ELEMENTS." MH 271. CDF 92. CH 135-2.

We salute the Christian Women all along the way who lived up to the light they knew and welcomed additional light. Who studied to show themselves approved unto God.

I thank the many "MAMA MIA’S" who went to such great efforts to make my stay pleasant and enjoyable. In California, they dressed me to fit the weather and the local customs. Which we found to be taboo in the conservative East. So they gave me another going over. Put me in full dress complete with Pat DeMichael $12.00 woven shirt.

SURVIVAL CAKE – we had tangible evidence of an entire group choosing "SURVIVAL CAKE" in preference to anything else on the well supplied table. (With TUPELO HONEY.) But now let us turn to "SURVIVAL DOCTRINE" and come back to the niceties later.

SURVIVAL DOCTRINE

THE DESTINY OF THE CHURCH – Faces light up with pleasure to hear the truth for once in their lives. Consciences burdened to follow what they know is not right – feel immeasurable relief as the history of 1844 is repeated, as they snap the cords that bind them to: "The Ministers and leading men...I saw individuals struggling for FREEDOM...AT LAST they broke the cords that bound them." EW 242.

Other faces cloud over with a scowl as they realize salvation was not as cut-and-dried as they were led to suppose. And that it might cost an effort to be saved.

Such go into a slow burn and a glum silence or else begin to beat the air that we should not "CRITICIZE" as no one was ever won by finding fault with him. The brainwashing technique has worked marvelously well, but some merely echo the tradition because for once in their lives they want the answer. Which they have not ever heard. It is found in the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE.
"My message to you is: NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious sophistries...theories and sophistries that UNDER-MINE the foundation pillars of the faith...Those who LISTEN AND ACQUIESCE will become CHARMED, as Eve was CHARMED by the SERPENT...BREAK THE YOKE...Nothing but a determined EFFORT will break the SPELL!" SM 1:196-7.

THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY - "Meet it, is the Word spoken to me, "MEET IF FIRMLY, and without delay." SM 1:200.

"AT MIDNIGHT the cry is heard..."Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406. "And the door was SHUT!" (Same.)

"Oh, how precious to LUTHER was this NEW and glorious LIGHT...He was DISGUSTED with the SINS of those in whom he had TRUSTED for salvation, ("See to your own sins - Brother?")...Raising his voice AGAINST the ERRORS and SINS of the Papal CHURCH, he earnestly endeavored to BREAK the CHAIN of DARKNESS...In the POWER of the HOLY SPIRIT he cried out AGAINST the existing SINS of the LEADERS of the Church; and as he met the storm of opposition from the Priests, his courage failed not...As he PUSHED the battle closer and closer, the RAGE of the Priests was kindled still hotter against him. They did not wish to be reformed. They chose to be left in...

DARKNESS...

GOD RAISED UP MEN -

"God raised up men to cry against the existing SINS of the Papal CHURCH...Satan sought to destroy these living witnesses...like LUTHER and MELANCHTHON, who could BEST GLORIFY GOD...

HOW - ??? DO YOU BELIEVE THIS - ????

"Best glorify God by LIVING and EXPOSING the SINS of Priests, Popes, and Kings...Through these chosen men, RAYS OF LIGHT..." EW 222-5.

THUS THE MESSAGE -

"Thus will the message of the Third Angel be proclaimed. As the time comes for the LOUD CRY...The SINS of BABYLON will be laid open...ALL will be UNMASKED. By these solemn warn-
ings the people will be stirred...IN AMAZEMENT they hear the
Testimony that BABYLON is THE CHURCH FALLEN..." 1884 SOP
4:424. GC 606-7. [I know there are many "Great Contro-
versies" with mixed-up paging. Give them or throw them away
- get the "STANDARDIZED" one - the paging of which fits with
the INDEX. Or else CORRECT the paging in your book.]

WHAT DO YOU FIND - WHAT DO YOU SEE - as you read the above-???
(A) Men of God.
(B) As they are led by the Spirit.
(C) CONDEMN the apostate Church and its leaders.
(D) God is with them.
(E) Will you dare say otherwise?

"It is not enough to merely PROFESS to BELIEVE the truth. All
the soldiers of the Cross of Christ virtually obligate themselves
to ENTER THE CRUSADE against the adversary of souls, to
CONDEMN wrong and SUSTAIN righteousness." T3:254.

"We, as workers, must be UNITED in FROWNING DOWN and
CONDEMNING everything that bears the least approach to
EVIL." T5:592.

"Those who by unwise SYMPATHY ENCOURAGE men in rebel-
lion, when their SELF-LOVE is smarting beneath merited
reproof, are not the FRIENDS of God, the great REPROVER
...who in LOVE is trying to CORRECT the ERRORS of His

"The popular SINS and INDULGENCES of our day should be
CONDEMNED and practical godliness ENFORCED." T4:396.

[Want 200 more? Why were these ALL left out of your INDEX?
Will you ask your preacher to look into this? ]

MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE - no one will be SEALED -
but instead all will be SLAUGHTERED - unless they "SIGH and
CRY" about "ALL" the "ABOMINATIONS" that be done in THE

THEREFORE, with this backlog of references - it is patently
obvious that the AWAKENING CLOWNS are NOT the MEN whom
God calls.
Seventh-day Adventist Seminary - does not mean we all must ECHO the unknowing WISDOM of an EDUCATED OAF!

BUT PERHAPS YOU PREFER "TESTIMONY LANGUAGE" - so I will give it to you from the Testimonies:

"They may have a NAME of having a Collegiate education, but in reality they are only EDUCATED DUNCES." FCE 44.

"...inhaling the miasmas of HELL." FCE 93. "...are FOOLS, though they profess themselves to be WISE." FCE 171. "Learned men have given lectures...they have UNBALANCED the MINDS...nicely woven SOPHISTRIES...have a CHARM...for a certain CLASS...POISONED with error themselves, they have watched every opportunity to sow the seeds of DOUBT in other minds." FCE 329. "...the MINDS of those who DOUBT are left to beat on the rocks of INFIDELITY." FCE 330.

PROOF THAT THE LUNATIC FRINGE IS ON TOP - Take another look at that MAXWELL BOOK - the OMEGA of all time! How did it pass the BOOK COMMITTEES - the General Conference, featured on the largest telecast program -- "Faith For Today." And the oafs who give OFFERINGS for that ABOMINATION - verily believing they will receive God's richest blessing! Like the JEWS who stayed in Old Jerusalem! Not SMART enough to "SEE WRONG!" and get "OUT!" of there while the GETTING "OUT!" was good! Are we intelligent enough to know this history is repeated?

"If such matter is allowed a place in our institutions, it will be found that the subtle power of Satan's sentiments is not easily cast out...There will be a harvest for his reaping in the very institutions established by...the funds of God's people for the advancement of His work...It will result in sending forth to the World, in place of Christian works, a COMPANY of EDUCATED INFIDELS." T7:167.

INSTEAD OF THE SLANDEROUS STATEMENT invented by WAG- GONER -that it takes no great mind to see wrong - (and passed along by the dupes who go by him) - men who can SEE WRONG - (Or, conversely - can SEE RIGHT!) - should be HONORED before men - should be paid TEN - TWENTY - TIMES THE WAGES of other men. Like DANIEL, like JOSEPH, they would keep the nation from going into certain CATASTROPHE. Blessed with the wisdom of Heaven, they would SEE WRONG,
and **WARN** the **BLIND** who see **NOTHING WRONG**, even with the sword of the **AVENGING ANGEL** hanging over their head as that preacher tells them next or any other Sabbath - *"The Lord...is **TOO MERCIFUL** to visit His people in **JUDGMENT**. Thus **PEACE & SAFETY** is the cry from...**THESE **DUMB** **DOGS**...all perish to- gether."* T5:211.

The **"SENSELESS RABBLE"** the Testimonies called them - the Jews that stayed in Old Jerusalem, and were slaughtered because they saw **"NOTHING WRONG!"**

More **MILLIONS** and more **BILLIONS** will be **LOST** - because they saw **"NOTHING WRONG!"** than for any other one reason. Since these observations are true - how is it that such a dogma, lie, and tradition ever took root and **NO ONE** around the world - **CHALLENGED** their brazen affrontry? But let them get away with it. **FOR SHAME!** Put the **SHAME** where it belongs, on those too **BLIND** to see, too **COWARDLY** to speak, too **DUMB** to understand.

"...*but the **WISE** shall **UNDERSTAND.**" Daniel 12:10.

"...*but a **COMPANION of FOOLS** will be **DESTROYED...DESTROYED** for want of **JUDGMENT.**" Proverbs 13:20,23.

**THE LAST MESSAGE** is a message of **SEPARATION** - and it takes something to know WHAT to **SEPARATE FROM** and WHY. Pity the one **TOO BLIND** to see.

**READ THIS VERY CAREFULLY:**

"*Those who have **EXCUSED** these **WRONGS** have been thought by the people to be very **AMIABLE** and **LOVELY** in disposition, simply because they **SHUNNED** to discharge a plain scriptural duty. **The task was not **AGREEABLE** to their feelings; therefore they **AVOIdED** it.*

"*The spirit of **HATRED** which has existed with some **BECAUSE** the **WRONGS** among God's people have been **REPROVED** has brought **BLINDNESS** and a fearful deception upon their own souls,*

**MAKING IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR THEM TO DISCRIMINATE** between **RIGHT** and **WRONG**. They have put out their own spiritual **EYE**-
SIGHT. They may witness WRONGS but they do not FEEL as did JOSHUA...

"THE TRUE PEOPLE OF GOD, WHO HAVE THE SPIRIT of the Work of the Lord and the salvation of SOULS at heart, will... always be on the side of faithful and plain dealings with SINS...

"ESPECIALLY IN THE CLOSING WORK FOR THE CHURCH, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000...will they feel most deeply the WRONGS...

THEOLOGICAL APE: Developing the slogan of the WHORE, and the ETHIC of the MAFIA, that the mission of his paper is NOT to "DENOUNCE!" or "CONDEMN!" or "EXPOSE!" - therefore he cannot give the LAST MESSAGE, BECAUSE:

"In the CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth...the voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the union of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD...for the hour of His judgment is come." PK 187.

"ESPECIALLY in the closing work...in the SEALING TIME...will they feel most deeply the WRONGS...Who are standing in the Counsel of God at this Time? Is it those who virtually EXCUSE the WRONGS among the professed people of God...and SYMPA-THIZE with those who COMMIT WRONG-?? - NO, INDEED! Unless they REPENT, and leave the Work of SATAN...

"They will FALL in the general DESTRUCTION of the WICKED... MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE: Those who receive the pure MARK of TRUTH, wrought in them by the power of the Holy Ghost...are those "that SIGH and CRY for ALL the ABOMINA- TIONS that are done" IN THE CHURCH...

"BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...and do not FEEL...(shall) BEGIN at My Sanctuary...The plain, STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must live IN THE CHURCH, or the CURSE of GOD will rest upon His people...AS A BODY...THE LEADERS...become RESPONSIBLE for these SINS...who do not have the DISCRETION of JOSHUA...in searching OUT the WRONG...
THE PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
WANTS TO KNOW WHY THERE WAS NO LATTER RAIN
IN HIS MANMADE "KEY '73?" WITH THAT MAXWELL BOOK-???

"God's displeasure is upon His people, and HE WILL NOT MANIFEST HIS POWER in the midst of them while SINS exist among them and are FOSTERED by those in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS ...When a CRISIS FINALLY COMES...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE!..." T3:266-271. (So CONFESS now!) (Do not COVER UP!)

I cannot work on these papers steadily - I must have my periods of relaxation. I paused just now and listened to Tapes 1&2 of the WASHINGTON SERIES. This message should be written out word for word and sent around the world. We hope it will be. We must make a new "TEN VIRGIN PARABLE" that will embody the heart of the Last Message TO the Laodiceans before the message turns to the world. Even now we have some who want to SELL a BOOK - for the world. Perhaps we should start working on it. It will be a call back to the faith as once delivered to the Advent people - whoever they are. GOLD is where you find it - and the PURE GOLD will obey the MIDNIGHT CRY. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" The ONLY WAY to get on that path cast high above the world. "GO YE OUT!" as the agents of the Devil say "Stay ye IN!"

"...ADVENTISTS...used MESMERISM...Some of these agents of Satan...SATAN was trying his every art to HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE, until the SEALING was PAST, until the covering was drawn over God's people, and they LEFT without a shelter from the burning WRATH of God, in the Seven Last Plagues." EW 44.

STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS -

"Gather yourselves together, yea, gather together, O nation (denom-i-NATION) not desired...BEFORE the fierce anger of the Lord come upon YOU..." T1:180. (Footnotes.)

THE TRUE PREPARATION - "...in the battle in the Day of the
Lord. I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be ADVENTISTS... and saw that they were CRUMBLING...SCATTER them now in the GATHERING TIME, so that the precious JEWELS among them, who have formerly been deceived, MAY HAVE THEIR EYES OPENED...by the Lord's Messengers, they are prepared to LISTEN, and SEE its beauty and harmony, and to LEAVE their former associates and errors, EMBRACE the precious TRUTH and STAND where they can DEFINE (make known) their position." EW 69. } This is the true preparation for the end. The TESTIMONY upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" 

While the false prophets are teaching "SMOOTH THINGS!" and "PEACE and SAFETY!" to HOLD them where they were, THE BATTLE IS ON-!!!

THE REMARKABLE THING IS - to SEE no fault, to be a BLIND LAODICEAN - is supposed to be smart and inspired by something they call "THE HOLY SPIRIT!" Thus untold MILLIONS will be lost - making a religion out of being BLIND! So they return more every day - to the old vomit of EVANGELICALISM, and the FIRST APARTMENT SOW returns to her WALLOWING in the old mire. Having lost all power of DISCERNMENT - which is a gift of the Holy Spirit!

PROOF POSITIVE - "At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given, to AROUSE a SLUMBERING CHURCH...O that they had BROKEN the yoke!..."Neither will I be with you any more, unless you AWAKE"...BREAK the yoke...BREAK the spell...The OMEGA will be of a most startling nature...

TAKES NO GREAT INTELLIGENCE TO SEE WRONG?

THE THEOLOGICAL DOPE WAS TOO DUMB TO SEE THIS:

SO DOWNRIGHT DUMB AND SMITTEN WITH BLINDNESS - HE DOES NOT EVEN KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE "MOST HOLY PLACE" AND THE OUTER COURT - talk about DUMB-!!! And why - ???

"There should be NO UNION until there is a CHANGE... firmly REFUSE to be drawn away from the PLATFORM... "MEET IT!"..."MEET IT firmly and without delay." Erroneous theories are presented in so PLEASING a way that unless
care is taken, MANY will be MISLED...He has lost sight of the distinguishing TRUTHS...THE TRACK OF TRUTH lies close beside the TRACK of ERROR, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE to minds which are NOT worked by the Holy spirit, and which, therefore - are not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between TRUTH and ERROR." SM 1:196-202.

---

**TRAUTH**

---

**ERROR**

Souls tempted, feeling themselves lost - will appreciate the counsel and the warning given by God - the rich and increased with goods, will go into a slow burn, as their SHALLOW NO-THINGNESS is made manifest before all. As Ann DeMichael would say:

"He who knows not -
And knows that he knows not -
IS WISE..."

"But he that knows not -
And knows not that he knows not -
IS A FOOL!" (Selected.)

---

**FIG LEAVES SEWN TOGETHER FOR APRONS**

"This is the covering that the transgressors of the LAW of God have used since the days of Adam’s & Eve’s disobedience...They have sewn together FIG LEAVES to cover their nakedness...The FIG LEAVES represent the arguments used to cover disobedience. When the Lord calls the attention of men and women to the TRUTH, the making of FIG LEAVES into aprons will be begun, to hide the NAKEDNESS of the soul. But the nakedness of the sinner is not covered. All the arguments pieced together by all who have interested themselves in THIS FLIMSY WORK will come to NAUGHT." SDA-BC 1:1084.

"There are many ways that lead to Sodom. We all need anointed EYESIGHT, that we may DISCERN the WAY that leads to God." SDA-BC 1:1902.
Yes - while the FOOLS who wandered back and forth in their religious experience through the years, and now are the FIRST to come and TELL others the WAY that they never found – The WISE will appreciate the TRUTH that the WAY is HARD, and FEW there be that FIND it. Of the MANY that are called (JUSTIFICATION) – only FEW are chosen (SANCTIFICATION) – which is the **WORK** of a LIFETIME."

LET THE "DO-NOTHINGS!" and the "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" heed this admonition:

"The MIND in which ERROR has ONCE TAKEN POSSESSION can never expand FREELY to TRUTH, even after investigation. The OLD THEORIES will claim recognition. The UNDERSTANDING of things that are true and elevated and sanctifying will be CONFUSED. SUPERSTITIOUS ideas will enter the mind, to MINGLE with the TRUE, and these ideas are always DEBASED in their influence...POISONED with ERROR themselves, they have watched every opportunity to sow the seeds of DOUBT in other minds...UNENLIGHTENED HEATHEN are in no worse condition." MM 89-93.

**NOW BACK TO "SURVIVAL DOCTRINE!"**

We say, as Christ said to His apostles:

"FIRST of all, BEWARE ye of the LEAVEN of the PHARISEES, which is HYPOCRISY...The SAME influences are working today...The GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the object of their lives." DA 408. Luke 12:1.

**THE LEAVEN OF THE PHARISEES**

Sr. White wrote four books over a period of fourteen years. (1870 to 1884) – which are NOT the "TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH" - but are the ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Series. We used to make a DISTINCTION between "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" books – Series 1 to 4 – the DIFFERENCE between them and the "TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH." But lately sort of forgot about making that DISTINCTION. Until on this trip I saw the look of UNBELIEF - CONSTERNATION - as some tried to PUZZLE out what we were talking about. So I see we have to again from time to time - remind the newcomers what happened in 1883 - and a long time BEFORE 1883. 1883 only made OFFICIAL the CHANGING of the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY writings that had gone on since 1851.

- 14 -
THE CHURCH

Careful attention to detail will reveal that NOT ONCE do many of these books mention the name "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" - by what right then - does your minister have to ATTACH - APPEND - SUPERIMPOSE "Seventh-day Adventist" - if and when it suits him - when he reads "THE CHURCH - ???"

Was Sr. White short of ink - that she could not have written "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" if she MEANT - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH - ???" That your preacher has to help her out by ADDING - what is just NOT THERE - !!! Entire books do not have the NAME! \{ GC-PP-PK-DA-SC-COL-AA \}. I have made this challenge for YEARS and NEVER had anyone take me up yet. If you should HAPPEN to find the NAME in ONE of the above books - you will not find it in the others. So just WHY is your preacher so free and easy to toss that NAME around? Who really are "GOD'S PEOPLE - ???"

"We are NOT God's people UNLESS we are such ENTIRELY."
"We cannot be HALF the Lord's and HALF the World's." "THE CHURCH will be weighed in the balances of the sanctuary." 75:83. (Not quite so cut-and-dried, is it?)

OF COURSE - this is about all many want to hear. They want to hear no more "TEARING DOWN!" But who was "TEARING DOWN?" - Those who stayed IN Old Jerusalem, or those who fled OUT - ??? Obeying the testimony of Jesus. The OBEDIENT went OUT - the REBELS stayed IN. This HISTORY is to be repeated. Even if the TEMPLE or the INSTITUTIONAL DRAIN is the "7th wonder of the world" - as fast as Adventists can pour MILLIONS down the INSTITUTIONAL DRAIN - just that FAST - governments around the world are taking them over! MILLIONS OF ADVENTIST DOLLARS GONE WITH THE WIND!
Soon the riots and labor troubles will demand the ARMY to take over the LLU-VA COMPLEX. What would be the difference? They have sold out anyway. "There goes another one!" Battle Creek next.

URIAH SMITH

URIAH SMITH led the van to CHANGE the books in 1883.
URIAH SMITH led the van in the rebellion of 1888. Much of which was over the CHANGING of "GREAT CONTROVERSY" and
is why they are so careful to keep it under wraps. So instead they slop the **WHITE-WASH BRUSH** over everything. The Adventist Watergate **"COVER-UP!"**

We are interested in an academic way, as a scientist studying the antics of a chimpanzee - to observe this clown or ape up there on the anthropoid Adventist stage, doing the jackknife jerks, going into seven somersaults, standing on his head - **PROVING** that **"SPEWN OUT!"** means **"GOING THROUGH!"** **NOT** to use **DRUGS** - means to **USE** them! And spend more money on the **USING** of them, than for any other **ONE THING**! We are amazed at the performance, and how the **"SENSELESS MULTI-TUDE!"** (This is testimony **"LANGUAGE!"**) go for it!

Until finally the big baboon with the red bottom – came up with **"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST!"**

"And the little bears -
All ran downstairs -
And rang the basement bell - !!!

"Now here is the song -
They sing the whole day long -
**THE CHURCH - THE CHURCH -**
It's going through -
Of this there is no doubt -

"So you'd better dash -
Before the crash -
To get your name there, too -
If ye know what's good for you - !!!

"And the gander honked -
And the rooster crew -
If ye know what's good for you - !!!

As one would study – in a scientific way – the **ADMISSION** of the **JEWS** – that it was **JEWISH DOCTRINE** – and **JEWISH ADMINISTRATORS** – that consigned **JEWS** to the ovens, and the **JEWISH** attempt to **EXPLAIN** this to the civilized world – !!!

**WHAT DIFFERENCE** than to obey the **HIGH PRIEST** that chose the **RED ATHEISTIC REVOLUTIONARY "BARABBAS!"**
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AND WE ARE INTERESTED - in an impersonal, academic, scientific way - at the KD&A ventures to carry the organization through into the promised land - "THE CERTAINTY OF OUR SALVA-
TION!" - and their fate that followed -

SO WE ARE ALSO INTERESTED - as historical bystanders - at the noble attempt of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Series #4 - the 1884 book consequently known as "THE GREAT CONTRO-
VERS" -

To alert us to the fate of the Sabbath-keeping "HOLY CITY" - the 2,000,000 tithe-paying, non-pork-eaters - that none-the-
less met their WATERloo together with their JUDAS and the revolutionary REDS or BLACKS or YELLOW or WHITE TRASH - getting the whole denomination involved in a TRAP, that they found easier to get INTO - than to get OUT OF!

WE ARE INTERESTED - in a detached way - and focus special attention to the antics and gyrations of the professionally trained seals and clowns as they employ the particular type of effective psychology that tootles a flute and has the Pied Piper of Australian Adventist Hamelin find all the REFORM RATS scurrying after him -

BACK into the DRUGS they took oath they would NEVER go BACK to - but there they are - SKIDDING around the corner, in their haste to follow their theological lord - and mesmerizing master - because they were not grounded and settled in the faith. Because they did not KNOW of the doctrine - did not have the faintest idea what it was -

Their was but ethereal vapors and what might be described as moon madness. For some of the stuff we have heard from the Awakening Ballads emerging from the swamps of Lower Adventosia -

Is but a mixture of banshee wailing, hyena barking, jackal howling, coyote serenades - and all it takes is one big baboon like Froom or Maxwell - to trigger the chorus and get it going. And the most part knew not wherefore they were come to-
gether - nor what was piped or harped. Some indeed are roll-
ing like a hoop (SM 2:26,42) declaring themselves to be "HOLY! HOLY! HOLY!"

**SELF RESPECT** in a man is kind of like salt in the soup -

The right amount is good - too much is awful. - (The Country Parson).

{National Enquirer. November 5, 1974}

Grand Canyon Caverns:

"It's hard to be humble - when you're so great!"

**WE WILL LEAVE** the emotionalists who prefer to follow the charisma of their "Elvis Presley" SELF-POWER Leaders, even when these very leaders CHANGE their religion - SQUARE ABOUT! 95% - follow them - ANYWAY-!!!

**THE PHENOMENON WE SAW:** The REVERSAL of their own teachings. (Which they prefer to call "A REVIEW!!")

**THE PHENOMENON OF THE REVERSAL:**

(1) What WAS their teaching - ???
(2) What did they CHANGE to - ???
(3) Did they MAINTAIN that CHANGE - or did they CHANGE BACK - ??? Or make a NEW CHANGE - take a NEW DIRECTION - that neither they nor the Devil that leads them - ever heard of before - ??? Thus we have the 3-WAY WRIGHT - the WRIGHT that is WRONG! 3-WAY WRIGHT!

{1} The "THORN BUSH" religion that he flailed around with for fourteen years - was the premise that "CHARACTER/NATURE" cannot be BUILT, FORMED, DEVELOPED, IMPROVED, ATTAINED, CULTIVATED, HELPED, AIDED, CHANGED -

But that "CHARACTER/NATURE" must be **GIVEN** as a "GIFT!" at the NEW BIRTH. Provided you do not make the fatal mis-
take of in any way trying to "HELP!" it along. For you CANNOT help! Don't you see? It must be "GIVEN!" as an outright "GIFT!" by the great genie if you but ABRACADABRA the right words! Make ONE mistake and OUT you go! This was the great "SECRET!" of FTW for fourteen years of his miserable life! His teaching was — that by one FLASH of overmastering DELUSION — you were "COMPLETE!" — "NOTHING WANTING!" You had "The very life of Christ!" You had the very "Nature of Adam before the Fall!" — if not "The very Nature of Christ!" "The very RIGHTEOUSNESS of God!" "STREAMS of RIGHTEOUSNESS!" —

And if you keep everybody back, give him enough room to go into his MOCK SEVEN GYRATION and SPIRAL — he will come up with the so-called "NEW BIRTH!" of his — gives you a "NA—TURE!" that is neither "CARNAL or HUMAN" — you are one of the "SANCTIFIED!" ones {Morris Cerullo of RED—HOT "HEALING" fame calls it the "ANOINTING!" Depending what brand of Holy Rollers you join.}

Now you have the "MIND!" of Christ, and Lo & Behold! — HEAR YE! HEAR YE! HEAR YE! you are "...IN ACTUAL FACT A DIVINE, HUMAN BEING." p.15. May 1966 — "The MESS—enger of Living Righteousness." [What a mess!]

AND IF YOU DO NOT BELIEVE HIM RIGHT AWAY QUICK — YOU ARE:

Putting yourself "...IN THE PLACE OF GOD" and you are "...THE ANTICHRIST!" p.6. June 1968. This was so good and so true — it had to be repeated — p.5. July 1968.

If you are in actual fact a "DIVINE HUMAN BEING" — you are NOT putting yourself in the place of God — ??? You are NOT the very "...ANTICHRIST!" Think about it.

PROCLAMATION CONSTIPATION:

FRED WRIGHT: "A man who dreams that he can attain to grace by DOING all that is in his power, adds SIN to SIN — and is DOUBLY GUILTY!" p.16. November 1967.
...ministers of DARKNESS, BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND...CLOUDS they are without water, carried about of WINDS; TREES whose fruit withereth, WITHOUT FRUIT — TWICE DEAD — plucked up by the roots." TM 81.

(And it was NOT their "THORN BUSH NATURE" that was plucked up by the roots, because they are:)

"...NOT DEAD by any means...The TOPS have been cut down, but the ROOTS have NEVER been ERA-DICATED...When, by THOROUGH CONFESSION,... YOU DESTROY {Not Christ but YOU—!!!} YOU DESTROY THE ROOT OF BITTERNESS, you will see LIGHT in God's LIGHT...You should STUDY the TESTIMONIES." TM 467.

(If they did that — they would NEVER believe that MALARKEY! But LIKE attracts LIKE, and LIKE appreciates LIKE, and LIKE becomes like LIKE. See PP 176. T5:136,463,705. DA 405.)

THE PHENOMENON OF THE REVERSAL

[2] The "JUDGMENT HOUR!" and the "CLEANSING MESSAGE!" by R.D BRINSMEAD came arm in arm with FTW from Aus-tralia — "CHARACTER—NATURE" could not be ATTAINED, FORMED, BUILT, DEVELOPED — but had to be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT!" — but in the alleged "JUDGMENT HOUR" — "SEALING TIME" — "MIDNIGHT CRY" — when, for the FIRST TIME — you go IN to the alleged "MOST HOLY PLACE!" BRINSMEAD'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.199-207.

[3] No. 3 position, taken by Seventh-Day Adventists such as HEPPENSTALL — FROOM — CLEVELAND — RICHARDS — FAGAL — MAXWELL — in order to obey the General Confer-ence Autumn Council Resolution [R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.] to teach "...IN COMMON!" with the other churches in order to fulfill the PREDICTION made in GC 444-5 — to set up the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!"

They JOINED hands with BABYLON in the teaching that CHAR-ACTER—NATURE is first CHANGED when CHRIST—MESSIAH COMES! Hence — the MAXWELL BOOK — 1970.
God's people will be ALERTED, on their GUARD, will seek to study this further, want more PROOF - until they see this fulfills every specification of the DEVIL'S TRAIN now pulled into the LAODICEAN STATION ready to hook on two AWAKENING CARS - as they take off into the night! EW 88,262-6. We will have to meet it "FACE TO FACE!"

"MEET IT!"..."MEET IT firmly, and without delay." The OMEGA of APOSTASY with "BOOKS of a NEW ORDER!" SM 1:200-5. Which constitutes this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are NOT to "JOIN!" - for that would mean "APOSTASY from the truth!" SM 2:390. 1904-5.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE - ???

***All three of them UNITED in the bond they had from the beginning - NO CHARACTER-CHANGE by EFFORT or STRIVING or OVERCOMING or exercise of WILL -

***All three of them UNITED on the premise that CHARACTER would be "GIVEN!" as a "GIFT!" - but they DROPPED the TIME ELEMENT - and clasped hands across the gulf - "CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE" when Christ-Messiah comes!

WRIGHT in his "CONFESSIONAL!" of March - 1972. DIVINITY GONE! DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE SYNDROME! TWO NATURES! THREE and FOUR! The THORN BUSH is no more!

WRIGHT: "Thus it was that we came to see that while we had been delivered from the indwelling presence of the sin master, we had NOT been delivered from the fallen sinful human NATURE, nor would we be until the APPEARANCE OF THE LORD in the clouds of Heaven...As these truths (?) emerged then we saw... This fleshly NATURE has its own character and this character is SINFUL. THEREFORE in our flesh are all the unholy POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE..." p.11,17-8. March 1972.

JUST AS SUDDENLY - RDB who had been bravely exposing the dangerous fallacies inherent in the slowly growing Adventist position of "CHARACTER-CHANGE" when Christ comes - RDB ATTACKED this for three to five years - WHEN SUDDENLY -
"Dr. Edward Heppenstall was the first to clearly and decisively take a new tack. [Or dragged it along with him into the Adventist Camp - along with his year-long list of BABYLONISH DEGREES - ????] He said that the AWAKENING expectation was wrong because God's people would not experience a condition of SINFOLESSNESS PRIOR to the second COMING of Christ...It will come as a surprise to some, and quite a shock to others, that I now state in the plainest possible language: Dr. Heppenstall was CORRECT on this point." p.5. "A REVIEW OF THE AWAKENING MESSAGE" - Robert Daniel Brinsmead. May 1972.

He has held to this position ever since - BOASTING a year later, that barely missed a step - and marched right along with him! Hard to believe that even the Devil would expect so many to think so little of their own religion that they claimed to have - to thus throw it overboard as quickly and as easily as all that. As some have said who go in and out of everything that comes along: WE ARE STILL LEARNING!

"EVER LEARNING AND NEVER ABLE TO COME TO A KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH." 2 TIM. 3:7. "They have a ZEAL - but not according to KNOWLEDGE." Rom. 10:2. "My people are destroyed for LACK of KNOWLEDGE: because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE [want to go it by the BABYLONISH SLOGAN... of 'FAITH ALONE!' - do not want to 'ADD!' any "KNOWLEDGE!" because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be NO PRIEST TO ME." Hosea 4:6.

"...for themselves are separated with WHORES, and they sacrifice with HARLOTS; therefore the people that doth not UNDERSTAND [The 'WISE!' will UNDERSTAND, and LEAVE the "FOOLISH!" for a 'Companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE," Prov.13:...)] therefore the people that doth not UNDERSTAND shall FALL...They shall go with their FLOCKS and their HERDS to seek the Lord; but they shall not find Him; he hath withdrawn himself FROM them." Hosea 4:14; 5:6.

EGW REMARKS: "If we are firmly FIXED upon the present truth, and have our hope, like an anchor of the soul, cast within the SECOND VAIL, the various WINDS of false doctrine
and error CANNOT MOVE US. The excitement and false refor-
mations of this day do not move us, for we KNOW that the
Master of the house rose up in 1844, and SHUT the door of the
first apartment of the Heavenly Sanctuary; and now we cer-
tainly expect that they will "GO WITH THEIR FLOCKS" to seek
the Lord; but THEY SHALL NOT FIND HIM, he hath WITHDRAWN
HIMSELF (within the second vail - EGW) from them." The Lord
has shown me that the power which is with them is a mere
HUMAN influence, and NOT THE POWER of GOD..I saw that our
message was NOT to the Shepherds who had led the flock
astray, but to the poor, hungry, scattered SHEEP." IN HOPE,
EGW. PRESENT TRUTH 64. RH 1:21. MARCH 1850.

YOU SEE THE RESULT: of them caring NOTHING about the
Awakening Sophists taking them OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE
- NO WONDER they have let go the anchor of the MOST HOLY
PLACE TRUTH (EW 254-6) and are beating about on the rocks of
INFIDELITY! (In more ways than ONE! ONE THOUSAND
MILES APART - I heard the testimony that an Awakening
Leader of the "OUTER COURT!" said: "One thing I will NEVER
give up -and that is "SEX!") Beating about and leading others
on the ROCKS of "INFIDELITY!"

It is time for Elijah and his sword, or Phinehas and his javelin!
And you think I will let them get away and NOT show up the
deadly scorpion ERRORS of this AWAKENING SOPHISTRY! Why
don't YOU stand up to them and TELL them all these blessed
TRUTHS were NOT found OVERNIGHT - but you can LEARN
them almost OVERNIGHT - !!! But your TROUBLE is -the
SHAME of ADMITTING you were such a DUNCE as to FALL for
that mesmeritic WIZARDRY! It is time to REPENT of your SIN -
and be ASHAMED of yourself! That you did not know more
than that - of the Third Angel's Message!

Let us be glad and rejoice that God has led us out of the
Satanic Awakening TRAP - BACK into the MOST HOLY PLACE!

WE ARE CLEARLY AT A CROSSROADS - we can accept the
rebuke, confess our shame - that we were so easily led astray
- try to come back -

OR WE CAN RISE UP - FIGHT TO THE FINISH - as did the Devil
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS CHART

WE ARE PROMISED THAT – those who are SEALED with the SEAL of the Living God...

"I saw the Saints leaving the cities & villages, and associating together in companies, and living in the most SOLITARY places. ANGELS provided them FOOD & WATER... [Why WATER? There is plenty of WATER around. But is it RADIOACTIVE? Or has it turned to BLOOD? Anyway – we have no worry about that. Praise God!]

"ANGELS provided them FOOD & WATER, while the wicked are suffering from HUNGER & THIRST. Then I saw... the wicked rushed upon the Saints to slay them... THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLE... the Swords that were raised to kill God’s people broke and fell as powerless as a straw." EW 282–5.

THEREFORE – as we look at the chart – by way of historical happenings we are interested in the coming of Christ – the Seven Last Plagues – the Loud Cry.

BUT THE INTENT OF THE CHART – is to show two things:

1) Nothing matters or changes in our person after our probation closes. Therefore we are interested in our duty BEFORE our probation closes. For AFTER that – NOTHING MATTERS! What is our duty TODAY? TODAY – ???

2) Our probation closes – BEFORE the LOUD CRY – !!!

Now we can argue this back and forth – and it may be well that we do – for many are deceived on this point. The whole General Conference – in fact.

They look for the whole denomination to sail through – into the Promised Land – without a breakup in the ranks. But God has promised a breakup. BEFORE THE LOUD CRY – ???

ALRIGHT – believe your leaders! As the history of KD&A – the "BIG THREE!" – is repeated. As the full Autumn Council – the "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN" vote that the "Congregation is holy – every one of them!" "I AM SAVED!" and we are well able to go up and take the land. This history is to be repeated. 1870 SOP 1:306. PP 403–4. T3:353, 358, 361. T5:66.

THE BIG THREE – KD&A – as FROOM–MAXWELL & BRINSMEAD said it was time to go into the Promised Land – time for the "LOUD CRY!" – "KEY ’73!" But they FAILED. As the "BIG THREE" failed – in "KEY ’73."

- Insert Page 1 -
THE GREAT REBELLION - of the BIG THREE - KD&A - from T3:339, Sr. White spends 38 pages to 361 - this is history repeated as they reject "...the Straight Testimony because it CONDEMNS them." T3:361. As they rejected 1888 "...they HATED it the more, because it was a TESTIMONY AGAINST them." TM 80. "God designs that there shall ever be a LIVING TESTIMONY in the church. It will be necessary to REPROVE and EXHORT, and some will need to be REBUKED SHARPLY!" T3:360.

THE REBELLION WAS - over the point of was the congregation "HOLY EVERY ONE?" as FRED WRONG and the AWAKENING tell them? 14,700 had to perish by the plague - before they knew how "HOLY" or "SINLESS" or "COMPLETE" - they were or were not. AGAIN A PLAGUE is coming in the SEALING TIME. PT 32. RH 1:11. JER. 8:23. T1:268. SG 4:58. TM 420. [LEFT OUT of EW 48.] Then these false and flattering prophets will be "...in danger of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE." When there will be DEAD BODIES all around the world. Neither gathered nor lamented nor buried. PT 32.

THE CHART


(2) The Ten Virgin Parable teaches a REAL "AWAKENING!" But in the TOO-LATE Hour - when it is TOO LATE to form or build or develop a CHARACTER. (OIL! TM 234.)

(3) THEREFORE THE CHURCH SHOULD BE - before the Midnight Cry. LONG BEFORE the LOUD CRY! For the MIDNIGHT CRY coming from WITHOUT the church - is the BEGINNING of the SEALING - the BEGINNING OF THE PATH cast high above the earth. EW 14.

(4) THEREFORE - the TRUTH above all TRUTHS, and the CONCERN above all CONCERNS - is to "BUILD" a "CHARACTER!" Which is the heart and soul of the Third Angel's Message. And NO ONE need fail doing it. SM 1:181. 1890

(5) As long as they seek Him where He is - in the MOST HOLY PLACE! EW 254-6,271,78. The Adventist Church and the awakening have given up all these TRUTHS.
in Heaven. And end up with him. The only difference is - he is DOOMED, we are not. We still have an opportunity to REPENT, to be followed by CONVERSION.

THIS IS THE MAJOR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE AND THE FALSE TEACHING OF THE SPURGEONS OF BABYLON - AS ECHOED BY BRINSMEAD - the LAW cannot be kept, CHARACTER cannot be built - so why TRY - ???

THUS THEY GIVE UP - BEFORE THEY START - thus they deny the DAILY. Thus they deny the POWER. God gives us the POWER by His Holy Spirit - to OVERCOME. "Sufficient unto the DAY is the evil thereof" - "ONE DAY ALONE is given you" - "TODAY is THE DAY" - of salvation.

BUT THE TOMORROW PROPHETS - would have us "WAIT ABOUT!" and come "TO!" the sanctuary - not having enough FAITH to BELIEVE that the DOOR has been OPEN since 1844-!!!

AS THEY BY FAITH - [Justification by Faith]
[Let all the false prophets fall on their face like the Idol Dagan - before this Third Angel's Message Truth - ]

"After Jesus OPENED the DOOR of the MOST HOLY (in 1844)...I saw the Third Angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the WAY to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary. AS THEY BY FAITH ENTER the Most Holy - they find Jesus." EW 254-5.

NOW HOW IN THE WORLD - can anyone PRETEND that they "BELIEVE!" the Testimonies - "BELIEVE!" that Christ is IN the Most Holy - and yet "BELIEVE!" in the AWAKENING JESTERS - that they "FIND JESUS WAITING" for them in the alleged "OUTER COURT!" This is PANTHEISM - !!! "GOD" is EVERY-WHERE - !!! Christ floats IN to the OUTER COURT - this has to be the mind of a whore - you do not know whose BED she will be in tonight! "DOUBLE-MINDED!" - "UNSTABLE in ALL their ways!" "CLOUDS they are without water...while they feast with you!"

CALL ON THE CREEPS TO MINISTER TO THEM -

"Having a FORM of godliness, but denying the POWER thereof: FROM SUCH TURN AWAY. For of this sort are they which CREEP INTO HOUSES, and lead captive SILLY WOMEN laden - 24 -
with sins, led away with divers lusts, ever learning and
never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.” 2

NO - WE DO NOT FOLLOW THAT KIND INTO THE OUTER COURT -

"...lay hold upon the hope set before us: Which hope we have
as an anchor (Ew 256) of the soul, both sure and steadfast,
and which entereth INTO that WITHIN the Veil." Hebrews
6:19.

As they find themselves trapped - and the need for
repentance of their gross sin is clearly shown - the Devil tries
one last attempt to hold them by leading them to fight - to
justify dearly beloved self - and some, weak in the faith
- feel sorry for these rebels against the truths of the Third
Angel -

And they lend them their sympathy - beware lest ye
suffer the fate of those who sympathized with the death of
KD&A - and the fire came out of the cloud - and licked them
up on the spot! Give your sympathy to those who deserve
it - who risk life and limb to come to you with a clear-as-
day message! That not one honest person - can deny.

A - Christ is in the Most Holy Place.
B - Satan's power and miracles is promised to all who dare to
pray out of the Most Holy. beware with whom you pray
- from now on. KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN! DO NOT KNEEL
WITH THEM! (See 1846 BROADSIDE).
C - sanctification - character-building - is the work
of a lifetime. [Keep to the A-B-C's of the Gospel.]

"It will require much painstaking effort to reach God's
standard of true manhood... This is an age famous for surface
work, (righteousness without - none within) - surface work,
for easy methods, for boasted holiness aside from the
standard of CHARACTER what God has erected. all short
routes, all cutoff tracks, all teaching which fails to exalt
the law of God as the standard of religious character - is
spurious."

* * * * * * *
"PERFECTION of CHARACTER is a LIFE-LONG WORK, unattainable by those who are not willing to STRIVE for it in God's appointed way - by SLOW and TOILSOME STEPS. (Hence the book - "STEPS" to Christ! We cannot afford to make any mistake in this matter." T5:500. | Ann DeMichael's Gem! |

WHAT IS THIS WARFARE ALL ABOUT - ???

Fantastic as it may seem - this warfare is over the truth of the 144,000. And is exactly WHY the Church has made that subject TABOO.

CONNECT THESE TRUTHS:
(1) In 1844 the truth came in "MY FIRST VISION."
(2) Promising young ministers would have nothing to do with this vision. EGW-MR 29,30.
(3) They knew it would NEVER be POPULAR.
(4) They would rather lose their souls than give it.
(5) Has humanity CHANGED since that time - so that men now LOVE that message?
(6) There is not one organized church around this world, that believes that message. Not one. EW 124,240.
(7) Only INDIVIDUALS here and there - believe that message. Has it not always been so? WHEN did a big organized group - EVER believe the message?
(8) As history is repeated - what class oppose the message, and why - ???

IT IS A REPEAT OF THE HISTORY AND TEACHING OF KD&A

It is the repeat of what happened in the early days of the movement, and the battle that has been joined ever since. The Messenger Party. The white-robe fanatics. The defection of CANRIGHT-BALLANGER-KELLOGG-JONES-WAGGONER. ALL of them once in the faith - ALL of them gave it up. ALL of them on one point. So simple that most will miss it. Not many will want to look into it closely - lest they, too - must repent of their self-righteousness and bow to the decree of God.

WHAT IS THIS POINT - ???

It is a point that all churches, bar none - have fallen for, and will fall for. It can be said in three words, which branch out
and encompass everything. I said this long before the Adventist Church went officially over to that position. I said it when I knew I would lose over HALF my mailing list - OVERNIGHT!

IT IS THE HEART AND SOUL OF ALL THE WILDCAT THEORIES OF THE 144,000 AND WHY THEY PREFER A LIE TO THE TRUTH. It is over the simple question of "I AM SAVED!"

SPURGEON - Charles Haddon. 1834-1892. English Baptist. His teaching kept the religious world from the Third Angel’s Message. He opposed it on EVERY count. He was under the control of Satan - 100%. As is BRINSMEAD.

"I AM SAVED!" Delusive. Entrancing. Delightful. An opiate. A tranquilizer. An intoxicant. Urges no one to higher ground. It satisfies. It is the teaching of "SLEEPY THINGS" - of "PEACE & SAFETY." Tell me "I AM SAVED!" Tell me "I AM HOLY!" Tell me "I AM SINLESS!" Tell me that, and I will pour my money at your feet. Tell me that, and I will fight to the death - for you!

IT IS JUDGING - IT IS CONDEMNING - !!!

It is judging SELF - which is SPIRITUALISM! GC 554-5. It is condemning OTHERS - who have not reached this high and holy position of the PHARISEE CHURCH MEMBER - in which I find myself.

TELL ME I AM SAVED - TELL ME THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM - !!! And I will face the judgments of God, even if the church opens up for that doctrine! I will be among those who come clamoring to the tents of Moses and Aaron early the next morning:

"YE HAVE KILLED THE PEOPLE OF THE LORD!" Still did not know WHO the "BRETHREN" were! They will FIGHT for such "PARDON-MONGERS." (GC 82-96, 125-133, 142-4, 148-9, 178-9.)

TELL ME I AM SAVED - IF I BUT BELONG TO YOUR CHURCH - !!!

Catholic, Mormon, Jew, Adventist, Evangelical, Mohammedan, Shintoist - what is the difference? They will DIE for a church that tells them theirs is the gate to Heaven.
So they count the cost – if their membership should be lost. A
GRAND SUPERSTITION TO HOLD THEM WHERE THEY ARE – until
the sealing is past! EW 44.

FOR THE MESSAGE OF THE SEALING – IS A MESSAGE OF
SEPARATION – lest ye partake of her SINS and receive of her
PLAGUES! "Come OUT from among them, and be ye "SEPA-
RATE!"

WHO AMONG MEN – IS GOING TO WANT THAT DOCTRINE? It
will NEVER be popular. If you are looking for TRUTH plus POP-
ULARITY – FORGET IT! That is essentially WHY the Canrights-
Ballengers-Kelloggs-Jones'-Waggoners-Daniells'-Frooms-Ander-
sows-Houteffs-Brinsmediums-

had to invent: "An innumerable MULTITUDE that no man could
NUMBER" – rather than accept the NUMBER – 144,000! That
way they can be BROAD-WAY-MINDED, and not be accused of
being NARROW-WAY-MINDED! That way they can teach like
SPURGEON, like their Idol – BILLY GRAHAM – teach like the
itching ears desire it – how I love to proclaim it – "I AM
SAVED!" (BUT ARE YOU – ???)

THIS FROTHY DOCTRINE – leads in the end to where MAXWELL
landed – UNIVERSALISM! I find Adventists everywhere, who do
not know what that means. It means "UNIVERSAL SALVATION"
– eventually, some how or other – EVERYBODY will be SAVED!

THE DEVIL'S TRAIN – shown in EW 88,262 – is the "ENSNAR-
ING" doctrine of "LOVE UNLIMITED" – "There is NO DIFFERENCE
made between the most holy Apostles and the vilest Infidels."
EW 264. Like the teaching of SPURGEON-BRINSMEAD-MAX-
WELL – Christ-Messiah comes to set up a KINGDOM to save
them Heal and save the sick in mind and body. That way
you can "...live as you please, Heaven is your home." EW 265.
"This is the MASTERPIECE of Satan...comes DIRECTLY from his
Satanic Majesty." EW 265. And from the General Conference
of Seventh-Day Adventists with headquarters in WASHINGTON,
D.C. through their largest telecast program and "MAN THE
WORLD NEEDS MOST" by MAXWELL, the PACIFIC PRESS and
"FAITH FOR TODAY!" P.O. Box 100, Thousand Oaks, CA.
91360. (FREE!) Ask for two. Do not DARE give any to the
World, to CONTAMINATE them with that doctrine of Devils from
Laodicean pulpits! TM 409. Give it to an Adventist – so he
will KNOW what his new religion is, with this book of a NEW
ORGANIZATION. SM 1:204-5. That we are not to "JOIN!" SM 2:390 - for that would mean "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH!" - for they have NO TRUTH LEFT! They are in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" - in the "OMEGA!" OF APOSTASY!" And that doctrine will go with the speed of lightning around the world! EW 263. The only ones LEFT will be a LITTLE COMPANY traveling a NARROW PATHWAY. All seemed to be FIRMLY UNITED - by the TRUTH" EW 263. They had DISCOVERED "...the SNARE!" EW 263.)

ADVENTIST LEADERS - not wanting to discover the SNARE - took the "SNARES OF SATAN" - four key pages - took them OUT of "GREAT CONTROVERSY" which showed how and why Adventist Leaders would get those DUMB enough to follow them - to keep SUNDAY! Watch them next EASTER! 1884 SOP 4:337-340. [Found - but out of context or setting - TM 472-6.]

"Thou sayest, I am RICH, and increased with GOODS and in need of NOTHING..." This scripture applies to those who live under the sound of the MESSAGE, but will not come to hear it." R&H February 18, 1890. RH 2:368. T5:536.

WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS - they want to believe that CHARACTER -NATURE will be CHANGED when Christ-Messiah comes!

AND IF WE DARE TO TELL THE TRUTH - they come chattering at us like a gang of hyenas or a band of banshee monkeys.

(WE HAD HERE: "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY NOTES" by R.S. & M.D. SCHARIFFENBERG, Literature Searchers, of Riverside, CA., which has long since been DISCONTINUED. But the following remarks still apply:)

THERE YOU WILL SEE - in the first copy - how the agents of Satan tried to throw BLACK BALLS at the CHARACTER of Bro. and Sr. White. When all else fails. FALSEHOOD and SLANDER. As they will do again. "Those who circulate these SLANDERS and those who BELIEVE them. p.36.

Her VISIONS were "MESMERISM" and Elder White went through the country with "...two girls which he called his Spiritual Wives. p.64. "...before her marriage, Sr. White had two children; the elder of which she named Jesus...this most monstrous story." p.62.
MEET such slanders by writing DIRECT and ASKING about them - BEFORE you believe these PERVERTS who SCHEME in their HEAD while they LIE in their BED. Who eagerly LOOK for some excuse - NOT to believe the TRUTH as it is in Jesus. For these last days, as history is repeated.

THIS NOVEMBER 1974 NUMBER on p.91–95 shows how SM 2:342–4 was played with on the question of INTERMARRIAGE of BLACKS & WHITES. No telling what they will do next!

HOW TO REPLY TO THE WORDS OF REBUKE - that come to them? Simple - just SYMPATHIZE with them - and then, as in the case of KD&A - the "BIG THREE" who sinned, with the MAXWELL–BRINSMEAD–WRIGHT message of CHARACTER–NA-TURE change when Christ–Messiah comes -

AS TODAY – THE FULL AUTUMN COUNCIL – the 250 Princes of Renown backed them to the hilt - and the fire came out of the cloud and licked them up ON–THE–SPOT! Yet, after all that - the SENSELESS MOB came clamoring to the tents of Moses and Aaron early next morning - "Ye have killed the people of the Lord!" [Still did not know who the brethren were!] 144,000 of them had to die of the plague - before SOME of them learned their lesson. By death. Let it not be so with us. SOP 1:300, 306.

WHO WILL DEFEND THE MAXWELL BOOK – ???

"These will PITY those who DESERVED reproof...they are SHARERS in the GUILD...MEDDLERSOME UNSANCTIFIED SYMPA–THIZERS...Speak unto us SMOOTH things, prophesy deceits. But this is not my Work." T5:678–683.

THIS PART OF THE TRUTH - it is hard for any of us and all of us - to fully realize or accept a message and a movement destined to be UNPOPULAR – HATED – IGNORED – SPOKEN AGAINST – PERSECUTED – and DESPISED.

THEREFORE - the Adventist Church and all reform – as Judas, has gone over into visions of grandeur and self–adulation, as they DREAM of the great "MULTITUDES!" they will win –

HENCE THE REASON - and the only reason, for their falling ["Pride goeth before a fall!] for all the offbeat vaporings of the self–confessed "AWAKENING!" - that denies EVERYTHING that the TRUTH declares -
JUST TO GIVE YOU ONE QUICK EXAMPLE — out of 100. Who ever knew of an Adventist who knew ANYTHING about the Third Angel’s Message which points the way INTO the Most Holy Place (EW 254-6) and nowhere else since 1844 —

FALLING FOR — the "OUTER COURT." Justification by Brinsmead and Wright in the chart they brought to America in 1960 — sent out by RDB for "MASS DISTRIBUTION" not only for the Adventist Church but for the world —

ONLY A FEEBLE ALMOST UNHEARD PROTEST AGAINST IT — the mass, the mob, and the multitude preferring the Awakening sophistry to such an extent that the General Conference in Session fell for Leslie Hardinge’s (Houteff-type) meanderings that gives us this —

Little Jack Horner sat in a corner —
As he pulled some plums out of a pie —

PLUM ONE — !!! BLAH !!!
"The crimson of ruby and flesh hues of sard sob of sin for which His blood atonement makes. And when the red of His humanity and the blue of His divine obedience are married into one we see our glorious priest in amethystine purple clad...

PLUM TWO — !!! MORE BLAH !!!
"His blood marks all man does, and sanctifies it to a service heaven–endorsed by spirit power...

PLUM THREE — !!! STILL MORE BLAH !!!
"Seven trace their lineage to sand. Others are gendered by clay...

PLUM CRAZY — !!! THE ULTIMATE BLAH !!!
"And WHEN the high priest MOVES into the holiest, He will carry you there." Leslie Hardinge. GC SESSION. R&H June 19, 1970. p.10.

{All EMPHASIS and all BLAHS mine!}
You like that sort of BLAH — ???
They FOLLOWED that with the MAXWELL BOOK —
the supreme BLAH of all time — !!!

MAXWELL BLAH:

- 31 -
UNIVERSAL SALVATION. NO SEVEN LAST PLAGUES. NO CLOSE OF PROBATION. NOT POPULAR. CHRIST COMES TO GIVE ALL MEN JOBS. SET UP HIS KINGDOM. HEAL MIND & BODY BY HIS TOUCH. EMPTY ALL HOSPITALS WORLDWIDE AND LUNATIC ASYLUMS. CHANGE MEN'S CHARACTER-NATURE-DISPOSITION. GLORY! Hallelujah!

That was 1970. You liked that so much not ONE Adventist Minister would say ONE word against it around the world -

RICHARD'S BLAH-!!!
So the Voiceless Prophecy JOINED in with more BLAH-!!!
1) FIRST the question - are you an Adventist?
2) Do you know what happens at the "RESURRECTION?"
3) Are you SURE - ??? Dead SURE - ???
4) Then what do you think of this:

HMSR BLAH:
"The earth will be CHANGED; at last there will be days of HEAVEN upon the earth. The earth will be RENEWED, unity will come again, and the earth itself will become the PARADISE home of God's people. The RESURRECTION to immortality will bring all the redeemed of all ages together IN A PERFECT WORLD where man's dreams of peace, life, holiness, and happiness will be fulfilled; where God will have ONE WORLD again, ONE GOD, one law, one element." {Shadowy Doctrine. Shadowy Pages - p.318-9.} "GOD'S ONE WORLD." HMSR. $1.00.

[Yes - at the "RESURRECTION" there will be "ONE GOD" - not in a paradise home - but FOAMING WITH MADNESS!]

[We are not JEWS nor MOHAMMEDANS - that believe in ONE GOD - !!!!] We believe in a DIVINE SAVIOR! And He will NOT come on EARTH! Not at the "RESURRECTION!" A slip of the tongue - NO! I do not think so! This is a DELIBERATE MOVE to go over to the JEWS - thinking the JEWS will WIN! As they cast their lot in with KIASSER BILL and again with ADOLPH HITLER! So they are TRYING AGAIN to be on the WINNING TEAM! Only they forgot to read the part they LEFT OUT of DA 628-9. FOUND in RH 3:632-3. December 13, 1968. The END of the JEWISH NATION as a NATION!

CLEVELAND BLAH:
In case you are black, and do not fall for white trash - you
now have it fed from a black spoon - "NO STRANGER NOW!" - No, I guess not.

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF ALL THIS? As transparent and obvious as a hula-dancer in a plastic grass and translucent mini-skirt -

SO OBSESSED that their Church is "GOING THROUGH!" no matter what they do or teach - they want to "WIN" the thoughtless and the multitudes that they can LEAD LIKE AN OX TO THE SLAUGHTER. Hence the "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" by this "NEW ORGANIZATION." SM 1:204 - that we are not to "JOIN!" SM 2:390 - for that would mean "Apostasy from the Truth."

JUST BY REMAINING and paying tithe to "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...MANY...IN OUR PULPITS with the torch of false prophecy in their hands - KINDLED FROM THE HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN." TM 409.

THE MOST HELLISH TORCH OF ALL - that you should just BLINDLY pay them TITHE no matter what they TEACH or DO-!!!
(1) "It is Satan's plan to weaken the faith of God's people in the TESTIMONIES.
(2) NEXT follows SKEPTICISM in regard to the vital points of our faith, the PILLARS of our position,
(3) "Then DOUBT as to the Holy Scriptures.
(4) "And then the DOWNWARD MARCH to PERDITION...
(5) "The DECEIVED ones will not stop at this...
(6) "[Satan] REDoubles his efforts till he launches them into OPEN REBELLION, which becomes INCURABLE...
(7) "And ENDS in destruction." T5:672. 1-2-3-4-5-6-7.

\[FOLLOWED BY SEVEN PLAGUES!\]

AND THEN THESE PREACHERS - FOAMING WITH MADNESS - GC 607 - accuse us of "HATING!" - not "LOVING!"

If we "HATED" the people - we would LET THEM GO - !!! We are alarmed for ourselves as well as for them - God's Holy Spirit constrains us to give them the FINAL WARNING! Do not ADD to your sin - by "RISING UP with BITTER FEELINGS" lest the BLOOD of souls be on your garments." T5:672-3.
THANK GOD THERE ARE A FEW LEFT - who see through these 
- SHAMS in the pulpit. SM 2:147. BLIND leaders of the BLIND 
T3:554. TEARING DOWN. T2:340. UNCONVERTED. T5:159-
160. CARELESS. T1:434. CHILDISH. T2:242. COWARDLY. T2:
341. CRITICAL. T3:421. T4:262. TM 156. [And 100 MORE!]

SEE YOUR INDEX - !!! DO NOT BE FOOLED

By these pulpit-jesters that are:

"A DAY'S JOURNEY" away from God! From most of them!

T1:434. TM 320.

They should be "...tilling the soil!" - or working in the bush!
Should seek another calling! Ev. 643. T5:582. TM 142.

If your TITHE reaches them - there is a "WOE!" for you - as
well as for them! T2:552. These "UNSANCTIFIED!" Ministers
are found SWARMING "IN OUR PULPITS!" TM 409.

Show them where they are WRONG - and leading the flock on
to hell - and they will "...act like men who have LOST THEIR
REASON." TM 56, 70, 99. Like the one who tried to CANCEL THE
HALL in Washington, D.C., October 11-12, 1974. The
Presbyterian Minister had to slam the phone down on him! To
put a stop to the "RELEIGIOUS LIBERTY!" chattering from the
General Conference Offices! GC 607.

We acknowledge with thanks two other ministers who said we
had the right to private meetings to study the Testimonies and
Latter Day Events. One was also from the General Conference
Offices. So the "DICTATORS" and the "HITLERS" (T4:403) - do
not have everything their way! Who somehow say NOTHING
when the MORMON TEMPLE is built right in front of their eyes!
What an opportunity to ADVERTISE MEETINGS: "What is
WRONG with MORMONISM?" They can CRITICIZE-CONDEMN-
FIND FAULT-ACCUSE - their own! As they stand in a hollow
square. TM 22-3. Instead of "...WARNING AGAINST principali-
ties and powers, and the Rulers of DARKNESS of this world."
INSTEAD OF THAT, they try to STOP and "TEAR DOWN" the
STRAIGHT TESTIMONY! But let the TEMPLES TO-BAAI go up
all around them! "These DUMB DOGS that would not bark...All
PERISH together!" T5:211. So many fooled by so few.
Instead of pretending to be "MINISTERS" to God's people, they should go and do such work suitable to their talents, such as cleaning barns. Or take some of that Maxwell tripe and spread it on the garden. The book committee -- if not just bootlickers -- and "yes" men -- need some new glasses -- in the worst way. SO THEY WERE GOING TO STAND BY and make sure we received NOTHING but the TRUTH -- ???. Where were they when the Maxwell book slipped by them? Will they now go into a slow burn BECAUSE they FAILED or because we FOUND-THEM-OUT-???. Should we REPENT or should THEY?

THERE IS SOMETHING THESE SMART-ALECK LEADERS SEEM TO HAVE MISSED:

1. There is NO FORGIVENESS in the symbolic service -- without CONFESSION.

2. No CONFESSION -- no FORGIVENESS. It is as simple as that.

3. Why then -- does it seem to be the duty of those at the heart of the work to feel it their first and foremost duty to COVER UP -- ???

4. No sins are FORGIVEN -- that are COVERED UP! "Only ACKNOWLEDGE thine iniquity!"

Will they ever acknowledge the CORPORATE SIN of starting the DEVIL'S TRAIN down the track -- with that MAXWELL-MIXWELL book of a "NEW ORDER?" EW 88,261-5.

THEY REPLY by sneering "See to your own sins -- Brother!"

They say we should not get PERSONAL. We are NOT being PERSONAL. We are very IMPERSONAL.

We are saying -- what "THEY!" are doing -- If you must DEFEND them -- APOLOGIZE for them -- COVER UP for them -- STAND IN THE WAY and try to SHIELD them -- then let the arrows aimed by true angels' hands -- cut YOU down -- !!! YOU were not re- required to stand in defense of RAW OPEN SPIRITUALISM -- !!! EW 88,261-5.

But if YOU choose to do so -- if YOU choose to identify yourself with the GANG -- the MOB -- the CRIME SYNDICATE -- then YOU can be CUT DOWN by the SHRAPNEL meant for THEM!
You did not need to identify yourself WITH THEM! You did not need to make it or take it - PERSONAL!

You could have stood to one side - (If you could not JOIN us - you could have at least stood to one side!) and said that book is WRONG! And YOU are not going to PERSONIFY it as being anything else! You are going to be neither a LIAR nor a LOVER OF LIES! And be cast out at last with DOGS, DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK (TITHE is HOLY - give not that which is holy - to the DUMB DOGS of T5:211-111!)

They are "DOGS-SORCERERS-WHORE-MONGERS-MURDERERS-IDOLATERS - MAXWELL has become their IDOL that they worship above God's TRUTH! For now they have their choice - is it God's TRUTH? Or is it MAXWELL - ??? "CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!" Or be cast with them into the Lake of Fire!" Rev. 22:15.

"Some found FAULT with one thing, and some with another... Some (-MINISTERS-) were censuring our course, saying that we were not as CONSERVATIVE as we ought to be; we did not seek to PLEASE the people as we might; we talked too PLAINLY; we reproved too SHARPLY! ...An angel stood before these persons, busily writing their words in the book which is to be opened to the view of God and angels...Some are eagerly watching for something to CONDEMN...

"You have a HATRED for REPROOF. You are very sensitive, and your SYMPATHIES arise at once for anyone who is RE-PROVED. This is not a sanctified feeling, and is not prompted by the Spirit of God." T3:308-9,312-3.

FOLLOW SUCH MINISTERS - ??? "We have had to stand like warriors, ready to press and FIGHT our way through the OPPOSITION raised. This has made our work tenfold harder... We have had to stand as FIRM and unyielding as a ROCK. This FIRMNESS has been interpreted to be hardheartedness and willfulness. God never designed that we should SWERVE, first to the right and then to the left, to gratify the minds of UN-CONSECRATED brethren...

"What if we had followed these FALSE lights and FANATICAL impressions?...They seem to be without an ANCHOR. (EW 256). Such have greatly injured the cause of truth...They have NO COURAGE to contend for the RIGHT...to learn how to ATTACK Satan..." T3:315-6.
BLIND LAODICEAN LEADERS - "According to the LIGHT (You never knew this was "LIGHT" - ??? You dared to call it "DARKNESS" - ??? In the DARKNESS of your mind-!!!)

"According to the LIGHT that God has given me in vision, wickedness and deception are increasing among God's people... SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT to see sin as it exists, and then put it OUT of the camp...is decreasing among God's people; and spiritual BLINDNESS is fast coming upon them. THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must be revived, and it will SEPARATE those from Israel who-have-ever-been-at-war with the means that God has ordained to keep CORRUPTIONS out of the church. WRONGS must be called WRONGS. Grievous sins must be called by their RIGHT NAME. ALL of God's people should...wash their robes of CHARACTER in the blood of the lamb. THEN will they SEE sin in the true LIGHT and will realize how OFFENSIVE it is in the sight of God." T3:324.

SO YOU ADVENTIST MINISTERS LIKE THE AWAKENING -

ARE BEATING YOUR GUMS AND YOUR DRUMS - FOR "FAITH ALONE!"

"It will cost us an EFFORT to secure eternal life. It is only by LONG AND PERSEVERING EFFORT, sore discipline, and stern CONFLICT - that we shall be OVERCOMERS...

WE REMINDED YOU OF THIS MESSAGE ALL ACROSS AMERICA -
"Your SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS will avail NOTHING with God... SANCTIFICATION is not the work of a day or a year - but of a LIFETIME Without continual EFFORTS and constant activity, there-can-be-no-advancement in the divine life, no ATTAINMENT of the victor's crown...

SO YOU PLAYED IT SAFE - WERE NEUTRAL - PAID YOUR TITHE TO THE WRONG SIDE - LOOKING FOR A "WELL DONE!" - ???
"In the final victory - God will have NO USE for those persons who were NOWHERE-TO-BE-FOUND in time of peril and danger; when the strength, courage, and influence of ALL are required to make a CHARGE upon the enemy.

Remember reading from the Awakening clown that you must not try to "FIGHT" the enemy - ??? He got this from WAGGONER when WAGGONER did not FIGHT - but FELL for that second RIDE who brought eastern philosophies with her from
Shakespearean Fatalistic England —- "It's all the **SAME** — it's in the **GAME** — it makes no difference now!"

"...**ALL** are required to make a **CHARGE** upon the enemy. Those who stand like faithful soldiers to **BATTLE** against **WRONG**, and to vindicate the **RIGHT**, (Do not both go together? Can they be separated?) **WARRING AGAINST** principalities and powers, **AGAINST** spiritual **WICKEDNESS** in high places, (What could be **MORE WICKED** — or more **FOUL** — than that **MAXWELL BOOK** — with open arms calling on the **FALSE CHRIST TO APPEAR**!!!) **You will give an offering for "FAITH FOR TODAY?"** To aid and abet that **CRIME** against humanity? **SHAME ON YOU!!** But those who **DO** fight that Adventist Devil — this is spoken for them —) "...will each receive the commendation from the Master: "**Well done, GOOD and FAITHFUL** servant:...enter thou into the joy of thy Lord." **NEVER** was there greater **NEED** of faithful **WARNINGS** and **REPROOFS**, and close, **STRaight** dealing, than at this time. **SATAN** has come down with great power...He is **FLOODING** the world with **PLEASING FABLES**, and the people of God **LOVE** to have **SMOOTH THINGS** spoken to them...**STUPIDITY** must be **SHAKEN OFF**. We must **ARouse**...There is no such thing now as a **NEUTRAL** position. **T3:327-8**.

**WHAT ABOUT THE SYMPATHIZERS WHO STAND IN THE WAY - ???**

"Keep your words of **SYMPATHY and PITY** for those who really deserve them, those who are pressed by the Spirit of God to show His people their transgressions and the house of Israel their sins. Error and sin in these **LAST DAYS** are embraced more readily than truth and **RIGHTEOUSNESS**. The soldiers of the cross are now required to gird on the Christian armor and to **PRESS BACK** the **MORAL DARKNESS** that is flooding the world...

"There are ever to be found those who will **SYMPATHIZE** with those who are **WRONG**. **SATAN** had **SYMPATHIZERS** in Heaven ...**MANY** are the souls that have been destroyed by the **UNWISE SYMPATHY** of their brethren; for, **BECAUSE** the brethren **SYM-PATHIZED** with them, they thought they must **INDEED** have been **ABUSED**, and that the **REPROVER** was **ALL WRONG** and had a **BAD SPIRIT**. The **ONLY** hope for sinners in Zion is to fully **SEE** and **CONFESS** their **WRONGS**, and put them away,
THOSE WHO STEP IN to destroy the edge of SHARP REPROOF that God sends...please the enemy...

THESE FALSE SYMPATHIZERS - "These false SYMPATHIZERS will have an account to settle with the Master by—and—by for their WORK-OF-DEATH." T3:325,328-9.

MEDDLESOME, UNSANCTIFIED SYMPATHIZERS RISE UP IN REBELLION. "...there will be outspoken REBELLION...There will ever be a spirit to RISE UP against the REPROOF of sins and WRONGS.

NOTICE: How many times she calls this "REPROOF"—but which they at once call - "CONDEMNING" - if the God-fearing REPROVER said NOTHING - he would indeed be - "CONDEMNING" them to their DOOM! But he risks life and limb to come to them with a WARNING - in the MERCY of God. And they treat him like they treated the Son of God and the Prophets of Old. Like a DUMB ADVENTIST from California sent a package to "HOEHN PUBLICATIONS" made to look and sound like a BOMB. The POLICE BOMB SQUAD took it apart after consultation with the ARMY BASE at CHILLIWACK - the press is now considering whether to publicize it or not. What the DAMPHOOL wrote in there they consider too "LIBELOUS" to print. The police here may send it to the police at his home address. The LAWLESS ADVENTIST! The believer in "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" - for himself.

But shall the voice of REPROOF be HUSHED because of this?

THE SAME SPIRIT OF THE APE THAT JABBERED IN WASHINGTON - WITHOUT KNOWING WHAT IT WAS ALL ABOUT - "But shall the voice of REPROOF BE HUSHED because of this? If so, we shall be in no better situation than are the various denominations in our land who are AFRAID to TOUCH the ERRORS and prevailing SINS of the people...

"These will PITY those who DESERVED REPROOF...All this UNSANCTIFIED SYMPATHY places the SYMPATHIZERS where they are SHARERS in the GUILT...

IN NINE TIMES OUT OF TEN - "In nine times out of ten if the one REPROVED had been LEFT under a sense of his WRONGS,
he might have been HELPED to SEE them and thereby have been REFORMED. But MEDDLESOME, UNSANCTIFIED SYM-
PATHIZERS...lead him to feel that he is really ABUSED; and his FEELINGS rise up in REBELLION against the one who has only done his duty. Those who faithfully discharge their unpleasant duties...will receive His blessing." T3:358-9.

You think we will STOP writing AGAINST that MAXWELL CLAP-
TRAP? Just because it is APPROVED by your General Confer-
ence. Just because they think it will make them popular? Not
knowing that their "LOVERS" will yet "beat them with many
stripes!"

"Ye eat with the blood, and lift up your eyes toward your
idols, and shed BLOOD: and shall ye possess the land? Ye
stand upon your SWORD, ye work ABOMINATION, and ye defile
eve...one his neighbor's wife: and shall ye possess the land?...
the mountains of Israel shall be DESOLATE...Son of man,
prophecy AGAINST the shepherds of Israel...WOE BE to the
shepherds of Israel who do feed themselves! Should not the
Shepherds feed the flocks...And as FOR MY FLOCK, they eat
that which ye have trodden with your feet; and they drink that
which ye have FOULED with your feet." Eze. 33:25-6; 34:19.

ADVENTIST LEADERS FROM WASHINGTON - "There are minis-
ters and workers who will present a tissue of nonsensical
(BLAH!) FALSEHOOD as testing truths, even as the JEWISH
RABBIS presented the maxims of men as the bread of life.
Thus are men weaving into the web as important TRUTHS a
tissue of LIES. This imaginary food that is being prepared for
the flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and
DEATH!" R&H. January 22 & June 18, 1901.

WHY "KEY '73" FAILED AND BROKE FROOM'S HEART - FAITH ALONE - ???

To win souls to the church can become such an obsession that
they will teach ANYTHING to bring this about - that is the
snare of Satan they are trapped in now.

"My people are DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE because
thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also reject thee, that-
"They are under CONdemnation. These will ever be at vari-
ance with the Straight Testimony because it CONdemns
them." T3:361.

OUR MAIN CONCERN - was the warning of the Lord - NOT to
make the fatal mistake of expecting bedtime story MAXWELL to
hold the door of probation OPEN till Christ comes - !!! And
then have WRIGHT and BRINSMED "GIVE" them a "CHARAC-
TER - NATURE" in the TOO-LATE HOUR!

THE FOUNDATION - "In every generation and in every land the
ture FOUNDATION for CHARACTER BUILDING has been the
same; - the PRINCIPLES contained in the Word of God. The
only safe and sure rule is to DO what God says. "The statutes
of the Lord are right," and "he that DOETH these things shall
never be moved:" It was with the WORD of GOD that the
apostles met the FALSE THEORIES of their day, saying, "Other
FOUNDATION can no man lay than is laid...

"HE WHO HAS DETERMINED to enter the spiritual kingdom will
find that all the powers and passions of unregenerate NATURE,
(Are just done away with?) backed by the forces of the
kingdom of DARKNESS, are ARRAYED against him. EACH DAY
he must renew his consecration, EACH DAY do BATTLE with
EVIL. OLD HABITS, hereditary tendencies to WRONG, will
STRIVE for the mastery, and AGAINST these he is to be ever
ON GUARD, STRIVING in Christ's strength for VICTORY.
"Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth," Paul wrote..."in that which ye have walked sometime, when ye
lived in them. But now ye also PUT OFF all these...And let the
peace of God rule in your hearts...

"IN HIS EFFORTS to reach God's ideal for him, the Christian is
to despair of NOTHING. Moral and spiritual PERFECTION,
through the GRACE AND POWER of Christ, is promised to
ALL...At EVERY STEP we touch His living POWER..human
beings, PURIFIED and SANCTIFIED." AA 475-8.
"SANCTIFICATION IS THE WORK OF A LIFETIME." 

THE CENTER - is the LIGHT of the Third Angel. That we have "RIGHTOUSNESS" and we have it IMPARTED "WITHIN" - a thing that BRINSMEAD and BABYLON - denies. See FCE 136. COL 174-5, 330-3, 384, 420. DA 397. T8:242. T7:194, 200. SDA-BC 5:1134.

BRINSMEAD and his MENTOR (FROOM) - both SNEERED at "ATTAINING!" - but see: AA 531, 551. COL 384. DA 312, 549. T5:222, 540, 665, 744.

This "SANCTIFICATION" is the "WORK!" of a "LIFETIME!" They want neither the "WORK!" nor the "LIFETIME!"

F.T.WRIGHT (Fred Wrong) - has the "LIFE" - "NATURE" - "CHARACTER" - "RIGHTOUSNESS" - of Christ and God - at the "NEW BIRTH" - he is "COMPLETE" - "NOTHING WANTING" - "And in actual fact a DIVINE HUMAN BEING." Thus his followers all become gods - at the NEW BIRTH.
BRINSMEAD had it at the "JUDGMENT!" Hence the "JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE." Neither one will stop in the MIDDLE and "WORK!" at it for a "LIFETIME!" Both want it as a "GIFT!" The only difference is the TIME.

Then in March and May of 1972 - they both SWITCHED over to FROOM-HEPPENSTALL-CLEVELAND-MAXWELL - "CHARACTER- NATURE" change when Christ-Messiah comes! Thus they all went over to the other extreme of the pendulum with JW - HWA - BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM - and the JEWS of Tel Aviv! All with one voice DENY the Third Angel's Message.

1 BABYLON
Rev. 17. 1884 SOP 4:233.

2 BABYLON

3 BABYLON
Rev. 18. 1884 SOP 4:421.


This was the last chart that was shown in Washington, and perhaps the most important. It was on the subject of BABYLON - that the TRUSTEES that cannot be TRUSTED - (TM 106,146,361,376,386) became frantic on this point.

A BIBLE TEACHER - claimed she "knew" that there were "Three Babylons" - when she was "14 years old." That when she worked for Elder Andreasen and others - they taught this. I CHALLENGE HER - and all others - to produce ONE BOOK - ONE COPY of ONE SERMON - ONE MAGAZINE ARTICLE - ONE THESIS anywhere - that ANYONE at ANYTIME - ever taught or knew - that there were THREE BABYLONs!
[1] BABYLON #1 - pages as shown. ORIGINAL BOOK - "THE Babylon thus described represents ROME."

[2] BABYLON #2 - "It CANNOT be the ROMISH CHURCH."

A GLARING CONTRADICTION - (????) So they thought. Where is the eraser? As long as they did not see that there were THREE "BABYLONS" - this could never be understood. So their messing around with the books made it SURE that no one else would understand this conundrum until in God's time - He WANTS it UNDERSTOOD! For this is the time. BABYLON #1 and BABYLON #2 were NOT the Adventist Church. True enough. That is not the message "FOR THIS (1893) TIME!" TM 37,59. Then she took 189 pages before she came to BABYLON #3. WHO is the HEAD of that DRAGON?

THOUGHT FOR TODAY (I wrote this January 7, 1990)

I wish some people would think of this! (Even if ONLY ONE in the whole world will listen. We feel so FEW people will be saved - it would be worthwhile for that "ONE!"

SINCE THE WORLD BEGAN

people have taken sides. Now suppose they take the side that is WRONG - will that help THEM? Will it help ANYONE ELSE? They may "FLOURISH!" for a time - "Like a GREEN TREE!" - spread its branches for the birds to make their nests, but in the END - "CUT IT DOWN!" to end up in the FIRE! So what will your moment of glory win you - let alone ANYONE ELSE-?? Did you think of "ANYONE ELSE" by YOUR example you led ASTRAY-?? Did you THINK of the END of your and their CAREER - the WEeping and HOWLING in the day of VENGEANCE and ACCOUNTS when FATE demands its REWARD-?? As the SANDS of TIME run out - and "PROBATION!" is no more! No, it was not worth it. Nor more than that DRINK - that stolen CIGAR - that bottle of HOOTCH - that illicit AFFAIR - yes, it was EXCITING - for the moment - for a spell - for a week or a month or a year. But ALWAYS the END of it all beckons and "...with thine eyes shalt thou BEHOLD and SEE the REWARD OF THE WICKED!" PSA. 91:8. - "Behold! The Lord God will come... HIS REWARD is WITH HIM!" ISA. 40:10. REV. 22:12. Yes, you can buy the nails - for your own coffin.

HOW MUCH HAPPIER YOU MIGHT BE -

to see souls saved in the kingdom - because of YOU - YOUR EXAMPLE - YOUR DETERMINATION - YOUR "STICK-TO-ITIVENESS!" - YOUR "CHARACTER BUILDING!" - THE "WORK!" of a "LIFETIME!"

WHEN I WAS CALLED TO SPEAK IN WASHINGTON:
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and I had to scramble to THINK what my subject would be - I chose: "CHARACTER-BUILDING IS THE WORK - OF A LIFETIME!" Was I ever sorry-??? NEVER! Somehow I chose the RIGHT-SUBJECT.

IN DOING THAT - I MADE MANY ENEMIES

All the FALSE PROPHETS - all the LIARS - all the INCONTINENT - all the HUMAN WRECKS posing as "MINISTERS!" ROBERT BRINSMEAD - DESMOND FORD - EDWARD HEPPENSTALL - F.F. BRUCE - H.M.S.RICHARDS - LEROY EDWIN FROOM - ROY A. ANDERSON - FRED (WRONG!) WRIGHT - and I do not know how many others who DECEIVE the people with the SIREN SONG of the WANTON HARLOT - and the LIBERTRINE "CHARACTER!" will be "GIVEN!" you - as a "GIFT!" You have NOTHING to do with DEVELOPING it - it CANNOT be "ATTAINED!" (Both BRINSMEAD and FROOM - SNEED at "ATTAINING!" a "CHARACTER!"

I SPENT YEARS - INDEXING REFERENCES -

I suppose I have 30 of them - that we can - that we MUST - WE WILL "ATTAIN!" to HIGHER GROUND - on that little narrow pathway cast HIGH above the earth - out of the muck of common men - only he who STRIVES! FEW THERE BE THAT FIND IT! Because FEW will make the EFFORT - FEW will ENTER IN.

SOME WILL PLAY AROUND - I SAW THEM -

AFTER FRED (HAYWIRE) WRIGHT passes by! find STATEMENTS that DO say to make an "EFFORT!" is absolutely USELESS! WORTHLESS! NO USE AT ALL-!!! Then the other GROUP will accumulate REFERENCES (Just as MANY or MORE!) that you MUST make an "EFFORT!" that GOD will "HELP!" you - BLESS you - as well as the HOLY SPIRIT and all HIS ANGELS! NOW WHAT ARE YOU TO DO - ???

GO ALONG WITH PAXTON - WHO SAID -

she spoke out of both sides of her mouth-??? That she marched "DETERMINEDLY!" in BOTH DIRECTIONS-!!! Never heard ONE Adventist or Reformer or Awakener LEADER or WRITER - no MAN - no WOMAN - no CHILD (either one of them COULD have REPLIED - yes - even a CHILD!) but none did. It is a simple matter of:

QUALIFICATION - or to simplify the VOCABULARY -

There are two kinds of almost EVERYTHING - there are two kinds of "EFFORT!" It hinges around one word: "OWN!" "YOUR own UNAIDED EFFORT!" is indeed WORTHLESS - all that is saying is that "WITHOUT ME ye can do NOTHING!" Your "OWN!" "UNAIDED" EFFORT is indeed "USELESS!" NOW - do you feel BETTER? You should! We will NEVER go over to their side. NEVER-!!! It is "NEGATIVE!" No "REWARD!" No "WELL DONE!" NOTHING-!!! You did "NOTHING!" You win "NOTHING!"
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OF COURSE HE DID NOT ADD:

"I AM SAVED!"...THEY ARE UNPREPARED!" (SAME p.155.)

NOR THIS:

"THOSE PROFESSED BELIEVERS who come up to "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" UNPREPARED, will, in their DESPAIR, CONFESS THEIR SINS (The PHARISEE who has "ASSURANCE!" HAS-NO-SINS-TO-CONFESS!) CONFESS THEIR SINS BEFORE ALL IN WORDS OF BURNING ANGUISH, while the WICKED EXALT over their distress. (THE SMUGNESS ALL GONE!) THE-CASE-OF-ALL-SUCH-IS-HOPELESS!" SG 3:134.

THE MOST HOPELESS - THE MOST INCURABLE! (COL 154.)

NOR WOULD THE PHARISEE QUOTE:

"We are NEVER to REST in a SATISFIED CONDITION, and CEASE to make ADVANCEMENT, saying, "I AM SAVED!,..NO SACRIFICED TONGUE will be found UTTERING THESE WORDS TILL CHRIST SHALL COME-!!!"...NEVER DARE TO SAY, "I AM SAVED-!!!" SM 1:314, 315. (316, 318, 320, 325, 328.)

YOU GO HIS WAY - WE WILL GO OURS-!!!
PAY HIM ALL THE TITHE YOU CAN-!!!
HIM AND HIS "ILK-!!!"

THEN TO FINISH YOU OFF - !!!

As he wants to lead you on to (END IN "TRIUMPH-!!!") Then he ignores everything else as he gives you an "AVANALENCE!" of his "ASSURANCES-!!!"

"FAITH, FANATICAL FAITH-!!!
ONCE WEDDED FAST TO SOME DEAR FALSEHOOD - HUGS IT TO THE LAST-!!!"
(FROM: "ROME'S CHALLENGE!")

† † † † † † †

"MANY (DUMB "ADVENTISTS!") WILL STAND (THEY SHOULD SIT DOWN! THEY ARE NOT FIT TO "STAND!" BUT THEY WILL:) STAND IN OUR PULPITS with the torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands - KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!... SOUND-AN-ALARM-!!!" TM 409, 410.
WHEN WE ARE TALKING OF "SOUNDING AN ALARM!" - we are talking about JONES and WAGGONER. The AWAKENING came to America with JONES and WAGGONER (and FROOM) in their DUFFLE BAG - they were EVERYTHING.

You cannot go by JONES and WAGGONER and also with the SOP and ELLEN WHITE - we are talking of AFTER 1888 - JONES and WAGGONER became the WORST ENEMIES in this world - of EGW - it took a LONG TIME to release the TRUTH of JONES and WAGGONER - we knew it for 30 YEARS BEFORE 1960 - we did not advance it because of the MISREPRESENTATIONS of the Adventist Leadership - who LIKED the PHILOSOPHY of FROOM - RICHARDS - HEPPENSTALL - who backed JONES and WAGGONER -

DID YOU KNOW?

that in his "LAST CONFESSIONAL!" - WAGGONER at last ADMITTED that he did NOT believe in the 1884 "Most Holy Place SANCTUARY TRUTHS" - he played the hypocrite - JONES did the same - they were largely to blame for the DEFECTION of KELLOGG - read it in the "KELLOGG FILE"...what was their religion at that time based on - ???

It is really quite simple - they want BABYLON'S VERSION "PENTECOSTALISM:) STRONG FORTE" - "I AM SAVED!" WARNINGS by EGW did not move them one BIT -

BRINSMED AND WRIGHT -

came with JONES and WAGGONER and their "I AM SAVED!" firmly in tow - they never could get enough - of that wonderful stuff - so now what - ???

DOES HISTORY TEACH US NOTHING-??? NOTHING AT ALL-???

BRINSMED-WRIGHT-HUDSON-DURST-PESTES - and 10,000 others LOSING their WAY, - does that lend credence to JONES and WAGGONER - or does that PROVE that EGW was RIGHT?

If we would only LOOK for it - if we would but connect the DATES - the teachings of JONES and WAGGONER after 1888 - 1893 to be exact - JONES converted BALLenger to "I AM SAVED!"

{To be continued in other papers}
TO GET THE ORDER OF EVENTS:

[1] After 1,000 years New Jerusalem City comes down.
[4] Seven Last Plagues come right after -